ChromoGenics appoints Susann Klippmark as Business
Development Manager
5th November 2021

ChromoGenics expands their organization by appointing Susann Klippmark as Business
Development Manager. Susann has 13 years of experience of working in the energy industry
and has been a part of building multiple different companies and departments. Now she is
ready to develop ChromoGenics.
Susann Klippmark has previously worked as a Sales Manager and has experience from industries
such as construction, facade, glass and windows. She has taken part in projects such as for examples
Hammarby Sjöstad, Norra Djurgårdsstaden and Hagastaden.
Susann thinks it is going to be exiting to be a part of the company's progress and means
ChromoGenics products are essential to where the world is today. ‘’I believe that many property
owners are interested in this type of solution for energy efficiency and improved indoor comfort in real
estate. It is essential that we are innovative to be able to establish sustainable solutions’’, says Susann
Klippmark.
‘’We are increasing the capacity in our own production, the pace of our sales and marketing and
accelerating the transformation towards an industrial company. We are delighted that we have been
able to recruit Susann to ChromoGenics. With her broad industry experience and knowledge, she will
immediately contribute to our sales and marketing departments’’, says Fredrik Fränding, CEO at
ChromoGenics and is pleased with the recruitment.
This statement has been made in a Swedish and English version. In the event of any discrepancies
between the Swedish and English text, the Swedish text shall prevail.

For more information, please contact:
Fredrik Fränding, CEO
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http://www.chromogenics.com

About ChromoGenics
ChromoGenics is a proptech company that produces dynamic glass for real estate. The company’s
product ConverLight® Dynamic, controls indoor comfort with high daylight transmission, great view and
solar heat blocking and thereby reduces cost of cooling. ConverLight® Dynamic is based on a patented
solution where electrochromic coatings are laminated in plastic film and then laminated between glass.
The plastic film is easy to transport, so long shipments of bulky glass can be avoided. ChromoGenics
also offers static glass, ConverLight® Static, and the ConverLight® Energy facade glass solution.
ChromoGenics' stock was listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market in 2017 and has supplied glass
technology to several major real estate companies.

ChromoGenics originates from world-leading research at Ångströmlaboratoriet at Uppsala University.
The company's production facility in Uppsala has been partially financed with conditional loans from
Energimyndigheten (Energy Authority) in Sweden. ChromoGenics' share (CHRO) is listed on Nasdaq
First North Growth Market with Erik Penser Bank as Certified Adviser: certifiedadviser@penser.se, 08463 83 00.
http://www.chromogenics.com

